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These presentations from SCENTworld 2009 are available for purchase 
in DVD format. Indicate the ones you want to order and �ll out the
Credit Card Authorization form on the next page.

They are $19 each with FREE shipping within the continental US.
Shipping overseas is $15.

 Véronique van Osselaer (Ambius): 
 "Vive le ROI! How to achieve the Return from your 
 Scent Marketing Investment”

 Steven Landau (ScentSational Technologies):
 "Are you hungry yet? How scented packaging conveys product value and 
 drives our appetite"
 
 Antti Pasila (ideair):
 "There's nothing to be afraid of! The challenges for a Scent Marketer 
 in the sales process"

 Tamzin Lovell (Talking Sense):
 "Show and tell. The Four Stories that sell your brand"

 Harald H. Vogt (Scent Marketing Institute):
 "That's all it takes :-) 7 prerequisites to make Scent Marketing happen" 
 
 Mark Peltier (AromaSys):
 "Come and Play! Why Las Vegas is the longest running 
 Scent Marketing success story"
 
 Karsten Klepper (RED Branding):
 "Notasensorik A concept beyond Multisensory Marketing"

 Wilbert Hirsch (Audio Consulting Group):
 "What does a Lemon sound like?  The correlation of scent  and sound"

 Dr. Jenny Tillotson:
 "Scentsory Design (R). A 'Holistic' approach to fashion as a vehicle 
 to deliver emotional well-being"

 Sue Phillips (Scenterprises Ltd.): 
 "The Nature of the Signature Scent. Design, development  and delivery"

 Steven Landau (ScentSational Technologies):
 "Scent changes the printed page. Olfactory enhancement in the 
 marketing mix" 

 
  

 



To authorize the charge to your credit card, please complete this form, fill out the credit card information 
and fax to + (914) 470-2416, or e-mail to info@scentmarketing.org. 

    Mr.    Mrs.              Prof.   Dr.

Name:   First: ________________________ MI: ____ Last: _______________________________

Company:   ________________________________________________________________________

Address:   Street: __________________________________________________________________ 

   City: ________________________________  ZIP/Postal Code: ___________ State _____

   Country:_________________________________________________________________ 

Contact:   Phone: ______________________________  Fax: _______________________________

   e-mail ___________________________________________________________________

I authorize the following charge: 

to the credit card below.

Billing Address:  same as above

or    ________________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________________

Card:     Eurocard/Mastercard  VISA  American Express

Card Number: 

Name on the card: ____________________________  Signature: ___________________________________

Expiration date: _________ / __________    Verification#: ____________

No transaction or purchase is confirmed until this form is received and processed.     

SCENT INSTITUTEMARKETING
The leading authority on scent-supported marketing


